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New mini-training environments will also be available in FIFA 2o22 and will provide players with
additional practice drills, with over 20 new training drills. All FIFA 2o2 players will have access to the
FIFA 2o2 mobile app, with all new content and functions including new match experiences, goal
celebrations and the introduction of the My Ultimate Team, a new way to build and manage your
Ultimate Team. All FIFA 2o2 players will also receive four new player faces. FIFA 2o22 features
include: EA SPORTS FIFA 2o22 is the most authentic football simulation ever created, with 22 million
players having played the game since its release. The core gameplay engine has been rebuilt and
redeveloped using data gathered from several actual Premier League matches and matches from the
FIFA 2o2 beta, to improve every aspect of gameplay, including the ball physics, ball control, and
player movements. The new ‘Under Armour Ignite Player’ Player Model, brings the heat on the pitch
with real-time animations including the ability to sweat, which will impact gameplay. Also, players
will be able to perform dynamic celebrations based on their emotions throughout the game, giving
fans a feel for the players on the pitch. The ‘My Ultimate Team’ is an all new way to build, manage
and share your Ultimate Team of 22 footballers. Players and players’ skills will be dynamically
generated based on the starting 11 players and best XI from the last game, allowing for unlimited
customisation. In addition, each player’s skills are improved over time, building their potential. New
‘progressive SVRP’ goalkeeping system enables players to dynamically adapt and shift their model
during gameplay in an effort to better help players in a challenging situation. This system also
ensures the consistency and authenticity of ball physics. Players must use skills and techniques to
keep the ball, which gives them different feedback and performance metrics. New ‘Dynamic AI’
creates the most realistic and complex AI system in the game – with each player analysed and
scrutinised to create a balanced team. Players will have the ability to boost individual players’
attributes across all 22 players. New ‘Reaction Sliders’ for each player in the game will help players
master the intensity of the game by giving them a sense of importance to real-time gameplay and
actions. New ‘HyperMotion Technology�
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Fifa 22 Features Key:

Hybrid Intelligence – A true movement and ball physics engine, powered by millions of expert-
crafted, real-life player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions.
Intelligent Speed, Intelligence & AI – Prioritise player movement and ball physics based on
the speed of the game and the intelligence of the opposition.
We Love Movement – Simulation and animation are a combination of our best efforts to bring
our most ambitious game play innovations, including player and ball movement control
systems, play transitions and psychological movement.
Master League – Complete your club experience by becoming a Pro. Utilise our new hiring
system to hire, manage and coach your own team in the complete Pro mode, with an
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enhanced manager career mode with a new manager hierarchy, redesigned transfer system,
FM adviser, improved contract renewal system and more.
Be There – Discover and write your story as you play through the experiences that matter
most to you, and use the new avatar creator to customise your very own football Superstar.
AI Manager – Adjust tactics and psychological profiles to ensure your team wins, or crush
your opponents. Get an AI Manager that’s 100% customisable.
Player Emotion – Mastered using data and movement, each individual player will understand
what the others are doing and feel it in real time. The team will interact and react differently
to you and your style of play – you be the boss.
Legacy System – The legacy system keeps your team environment and player look-and-feels
the same across the generations, so that progression and appreciation is shared across new
and old generations.
All-Stars – Put elite Barcelona, Bayern, Chelsea, Juventus, Inter and Napoli among your
opponents this year.
FIFA Unite & FIFA Rivals Modes
Play in the fastest game mode in the franchise, featuring reduced loading times and new
additions like Maneuver Ball.
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